TABLES
Following the process described in this document will result in a conservative seismic design categorization and design products. This approach is expected to resolve discrepancies between the existing and new requirements and reduce the risk that project designs and analyses will require revision when the draft DOE-STD-1189 is finalized.
It is recognized that this methodology may require updating upon approval and issuance of DOE-STD-1189. Figure I is a graphical depiction of the methodology that has been developed to identifY the design requirements that will be applied to the design of the STP and M-91 Project.
OVERVIEW OF SEISMIC DESIGN REQUIREMENTS METHODOLOGY
I HNF-36364 REV 0 Seismic Design Requirements Selection Methodology ® .·t't"\lh:H~k L~)p Tu "'·ludIC,. UC"SIJl.n To ,\e1lie,'(' S.r£t~(;".lh The block at left shows that for a potential outcome of SDC-3, the direction is to initially default to Limit State D'. This decision is expected to be refined as the design evolves and additional information is gained.
If sufficient information on SSC safety function is available to justify a Limit State of less than Limit State D, that justification will be prepared and the Limit State will be downgraded accordingly.
This element is a direct feed into Block 8.
Results of the assignment of safety classification performed in Blocks 2 and 4 are compared with the criteria provided in DOE-STD-I021 to make a determination of the SSC Performance Category (PC).
This element is a direct feed into Block 7. The design for SOC-l Limit State A (General Service) and SOC-2 Limit State B (Safety Significant) SSCs will be in accordance with the model building code for the State of Washington (i.e., the International Building Code [IBC] ). The design for SOC-3 (Safety Class or Safety Significant) SSCs will be in accordance with ASCE 43·05. As outlined in Block 7, the design of SOC-3 Limit State C SSCs is equivalent to PC·3. However, SOC-3, Limit State 0 may be at least the initial outcome of the consequence calculation (see Blocks 3 and 5). SOC-3 Limit State 0 design is more conservative than PC-3.
The Limit State is the limiting acceptable deformation, displacement, or stress that an SSC may experience during or following an earthquake and still perform its safety function.
Limit State C: SSC may sustain minor permanent distortion but shall still perform its safety function with no postearthquake repair required. This block either leads to detailed engineering seismic design calculations or to the feedback loop described in Item 10.
Feedback Loop (Item 10) Item lOis included to show a feedback loop to Block I.
The product of Block 9 becomes the input that is fed back into Block 1 and is intended to show the iterative nature of the design process considering the results of nuclear safety analysis. Based on design or safety goals that may be established specific to the project, this loop may be exercised more than once during each critical decision design phase.
If the results of Block 9 would have the affect of driving significant upgrades to existing facilities with limited remaining life or would substantially increase project Iifecycle costs for limited risk reduction, project personnel should enter into discussions with their DOE counterparts to ensure that appropriate decisions are made.
PC -Performance category. SDC~Seismic Design Category. SSC~Structure, system, and comoonent.
